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East Of The Sun And West Of The
Moon Old Tales From The North
Illustrated
Enchanting images from Nielsen's illustrations for the
Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen, and Nordic fables
from East o' the Sun and West o' the Moon. 59 illustrations.
Leigh Fallon, wife of a Congressman, has everything but what
she craves most—love from a man who sees her as more than
an attractive ornament. Erik Haukeland, a charismatic
Norwegian thirteen years her junior, can read her artist’s
soul. But Leigh remains true to her twenty-year marriage—until
she discovers her husband’s affair. Turning to Erik for
solace, she destroys her marriage, estranges her
children—and ultimately discovers hidden strength and
courage. Contemporary Women’s Fiction by Carole
Bellacera; originally published by Tor
From the moment she saw him, the girl knew the bear had
come for her. How many times had she dreamed of him?
Now, here he was, as if spelled from her dreams. This
encounter marks the beginning of a long and extraordinary
journey. At the bear's secret palace in faraway mountains,
she is treated courteously but troubled by the bear's
unfathomable sadness. As the bear's secret unravels,
another adventure unfolds, which takes her to the homes of
the four winds and beyond, to the castle east of the sun, west
of the moon. In this new edition of Jackie Morris's captivating
picture book, the acclaimed writer and artist retells this classic
Norwegian fairy tale - a mysterious story of love, loyalty and
freedom. "Beautiful, lyrical and lovely." Joanne Harris on The
Wild Swans "Jackie Morris does more than tell a story; she
conjures glorious landscapes of the heart." Meg Rosoff For
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The Unwinding: "A quiet masterpiece . . . a love story, a hope
story, a story out of time, out of stricture, out of the narrow
artificial bounds by which we try to contain the wild
wonderland of reality because we are too frightened to live
wonder-stricken." Maria Popova, Brain Pickings "The tales
feel like half-remembered dreams, peopled with fairytale
characters and magnificent creatures." Rebecca Armstrong, i
Paper Best Books of 2020
A girl travels east of the sun and west of the moon to free her
beloved prince from a magic spell.
South of the Border, West of the Sun is the beguiling story of
a past rekindled, and one of Haruki Murakami’s most
touching novels. Hajime has arrived at middle age with a
loving family and an enviable career, yet he feels incomplete.
When a childhood friend, now a beautiful woman, shows up
with a secret from which she is unable to escape, the fault
lines of doubt in Hajime’s quotidian existence begin to give
way. Rich, mysterious, and quietly dazzling, in South of the
Border, West of the Sun the simple arc of one man’s life
becomes the exquisite literary terrain of Murakami’s
remarkable genius.
A masterpiece of Biblical scope, and the magnum opus of
one of America’s most enduring authors, in a
commemorative hardcover edition In his journal, Nobel Prize
winner John Steinbeck called East of Eden "the first book,"
and indeed it has the primordial power and simplicity of myth.
Set in the rich farmland of California's Salinas Valley, this
sprawling and often brutal novel follows the intertwined
destinies of two families—the Trasks and the
Hamiltons—whose generations helplessly reenact the fall of
Adam and Eve and the poisonous rivalry of Cain and Abel.
The masterpiece of Steinbeck’s later years, East of Eden is a
work in which Steinbeck created his most mesmerizing
characters and explored his most enduring themes: the
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mystery of identity, the inexplicability of love, and the
murderous consequences of love's absence. Adapted for the
1955 film directed by Elia Kazan introducing James Dean,
and read by thousands as the book that brought Oprah’s
Book Club back, East of Eden has remained vitally present in
American culture for over half a century.
‘East of the Sun and West of the Moon’ is a collection
of Nordic and Norwegian folklore, edited and collated by
Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jørgen Engebretsen
Moe. The two men were so closely united in their lives’
work that their folk tale anthologies are commonly
mentioned only as ‘Asbjørnsen and Moe.’ This volume
contains the classic ‘East of the Sun and West of the
Moon’ and ‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’, alongside
other lesser-known stories such as ‘The Three
Princesses of Whiteland’, ‘The Widow’s Son’, and
‘The Cat on the Dovrefell’. The stories of ‘East of the
Sun and West of the Moon’ are accompanied by the
dazzling colour and black and white illustrations of Kay
Nielsen (1886 – 1957). Nielsen was a Danish artist
belonging to the golden age of illustration. He was
influenced by Japanese art and the Swedish folklore –
becoming a crucial participant in the Art Nouveaux
movement. His art is characterised by long, swooping
lines, open spaces and a certain macabre, yet
ephemeral quality. Presented alongside the text, his
illustrations further refine and elucidate the Asbjørnsen
and Moe’s masterful storytelling. Pook Press celebrates
the great ‘Golden Age of Illustration‘ in children’s
literature – a period of unparalleled excellence in book
illustration. We publish rare and vintage Golden Age
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illustrated books, in high-quality colour editions, so that
the masterful artwork and story-telling can continue to
delight both young and old.
Before GPS, before the compass, and even before
cartography, humankind was navigating. Now this
singular guide helps us rediscover what our ancestors
long understood—that a windswept tree, the depth of a
puddle, or a trill of birdsong can help us find our way, if
we know what to look and listen for. Adventurer and
navigation expert Tristan Gooley unlocks the directional
clues hidden in the sun, moon, stars, clouds, weather
patterns, lengthening shadows, changing tides, plant
growth, and the habits of wildlife. Rich with navigational
anecdotes collected across ages, continents, and
cultures, The Natural Navigator will help keep you on
course and open your eyes to the wonders, large and
small, of the natural world.
A girl loses her beloved brothers when they are turned
into swans by her wicked stepmother. She embarks on a
vital quest with one purpose: to find them and turn them
back into boys again. But the task is complicated. She
must pick nettles with her bare hands and turn them to
yarn, to spin and knit into shirts for each of the eleven
brothers. And all the while she cannot speak, for if she
does, even so much as a whisper, it will be like a knife in
the heart of each swan-boy. And so she knits in silence.
And where there is silence, people will put words. The
Wild Swans is a beautiful and lyrical extended version of
the fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen in Jackie
Morris's enchanting retelling, complete with delicate
watercolor paintings throughout this new edition. A story
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about love and bravery, about how to listen, and about
how, when we do not listen, we hear what we wish to
hear. "Beautiful, lyrical, and lovely." Joanne Harris on
The Wild Swans "Jackie Morris does more than tell a
story; she conjures glorious landscapes of the heart."
Meg Rosoff. For The Unwinding: "A quiet masterpiece . .
. a love story, a hope story, a story out of time, out of
stricture, out of the narrow artificial bounds by which we
try to contain the wild wonderland of reality because we
are too frightened to live wonder-stricken." Maria
Popova, Brain Pickings "The tales feel like half-
remembered dreams, peopled with fairytale characters
and magnificent creatures." Rebecca Armstrong, i Paper
Best Books of 2020
Raised by her aunt and uncle at the rectory in the small
English village of Grimston Way, lovely Evy Varley
remembers little of her missionary parents and nothing of
South Africa, the land where she was orphaned during
the Zulu War of 1878. But when Sir Rogan Chantry, the
arrogant and handsome son of the local Squire, accuses
Evy’s mother of stealing the infamous Kimberly Black
Diamond, Evy sets out to prove the rogue wrong and
clear her mother’s name. Secrets abound, however,
from the diamond mines of South Africa to the halls of
her own beloved rectory. Strangers come to Grimston
Way for their own mysterious purposes, a stunned Evy
finds that her own aunt and uncle may have concealed
disturbing truths about her family, and the dashing Sir
Rogan has his own reasons to seek the missing
diamond. Yet despite Rogan’s seemingly rakish ways
and the class differences that render a romance between
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them impossible, Evy finds herself drawn to the man who
was once her childhood friend and now holds the keys to
her heart. Faced with a dangerous past and an uncertain
future, Evy must draw upon her wits and her faith to
pursue Tomorrow’s Treasure. A story of faith, danger
and romance, Tomorrow’s Treasure is a masterpiece of
historical suspense fiction.
Step into a world of star-crossed lovers, magical winds,
mischievous giants, and trolls, through some of the most
exquisite illustrations in publishing history. In this
gorgeous abridged edition, the most ambitious
publication project of beloved Danish artist Kay Nielsen,
one of the most famous children's book illustrators of all
time is revives. First published in 1914, East of the Sun
and West of the Moon is a celebrated collection of fairy
tales gathered by legendary Norwegian folklorists Peter
Christen Asbjornsen and Jorgen Engebretsen Moe on
their journeys across Norway in the mid-19th century.
Nielsen's illustration edition of Asbjornsen and Moe's
tales is considered a jewel of early 20th-century
children's literature, highly sought-after by art and book
collectors worldwide. An original signed copy of the book
sold at auction in 2008 commanded the highest price
ever paid for an illustrated children's book. This finely
crafted volume presents 15 of the original fairytales, and
restores the stunning detail and artistry of Nielsen's
images to their original splendour. Featuring 46
illustrations, 25 in colour and 21 Black and White, which
include many enlarged details from Nielsen's rare
original watercolours. The stories herein explore the
history of Danish, Swedish and Norwegian folktales, and
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show the extent of Nielsen's life and work, and how this
masterpiece came to be. TABLE OF CONTENTS: East
Of The Sun And West Of The Moon The Blue Belt Prince
Lindworm The Lassie And Her Godmother The Husband
Who Was To Mind The House The Lad Who Went To
The North Wind The Three Princesses Of Whiteland
Soria Moria Castle The Giant Who Had No Heart In His
Body The Princess On The Glass Hill The Widow’s Son
The Three Billy Goats Gruff The Three Princesses In
The Blue Mountain The Cat On The Dovrefell One’s
Own Children Are Always Prettiest ==============
KEYWORDS – TAGS: East of the Sun, West of the
Moon, Asbjornsen, Moe, Children’s stories, Children’s
Books, Folklore, Fairy, Folk, Tales, bedtime story,
legends, storyteller, fables, moral tales, myths,
happiness, laughter, Blue Belt, Prince Lindworm, Lassie,
Godmother, Husband, Mind The House, Lad, North
Wind, Three Princesses, Whiteland, Soria Moria Castle,
Giant, No Heart, Body, Princess, Glass Hill, Widow’s
Son, Three, Billy Goats, Gruff, Blue Mountain, Cat,
Dovrefell, Own Children, Prettiest
East of the Sun and Other Stories is Dean Francis Alfar's
love letter to his many interests, whether it's wuxia films,
fairy tales, comics, Dungeons & Dragons, and family-
most of which are filtered through the lens of speculative
fiction. Alfar aims for the heart and personal
relationships, reminding readers why short stories can be
heart-wrenching.
In West of the Moon, award-winning and New York
Times bestselling author Margi Preus expertly
weaves original fiction with myth and folktale to tell
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the story of Astri, a young Norwegian girl desperate
to join her father in America. After being separated
from her sister and sold to a cruel goat farmer, Astri
makes a daring escape. She quickly retrieves her
little sister, and, armed with a troll treasure, a book of
spells and curses, and a possibly magic hairbrush,
they set off for America. With a mysterious
companion in tow and the malevolent “goatman” in
pursuit, the girls head over the Norwegian
mountains, through field and forest, and in and out of
folktales and dreams as they steadily make their way
east of the sun and west of the moon. Praise for
West of the Moon FIVE STARRED REVIEWS "Like
dun silk shot thought with gold, Preus interweaves
the mesmerizing tale of Astri’s treacherous and
harrowing mid-nineteenth-century emigration to
America with bewitching tales of magic. A fascinating
author’s note only adds to the wonder." --Booklist,
starred review "Norwegian history, fiction and
folklore intertwine seamlessly in this lively, fantastical
adventure and moving coming-of-age story." --Kirkus
Reviews, starred review "Enthralling and unflinching,
this historical tale resonates with mythical
undertones that will linger with readers after the final
page is turned." --School Library Journal, starred
review "Astri is like a girl out of a fairy tale, and the
native folktales that Preus weaves through the
narrative serve as guides, lessons, and inspiration
for her." --Publishers Weekly, starred review
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"Several Norwegian folktales are seamlessly
integrated into the fast-paced, lyrically narrated
story, which features a protagonist as stalwart and
fearless as any fairy-tale hero." --The Horn Book
Magazine, starred review "It’s Astri’s voice,
however, that is most appealing: her direct, no-
nonsense narration has a sharp bite, yet it also
reveals the vulnerable young girl who’s willing to
continue to fight but is nonetheless exhausted by the
weight of her struggle. The chapters have an
episodic structure that makes this an ideal choice for
readaloud or storytelling adaptations, while the mix
of folklore, fact, and fantasy will please fans of Edith
Patou’s East." --The Bulletin of The Center for
Children’s Books
Burnt by the Sun examines the history of the first
Korean diaspora in a Western society during the
highly tense geopolitical atmosphere of the Soviet
Union in the late 1930s. Author Jon K. Chang
demonstrates that the Koreans of the Russian Far
East were continually viewed as a problematic and
maligned nationality (ethnic community) during the
Tsarist and Soviet periods. He argues that Tsarist
influences and the various forms of Russian
nationalism(s) and worldviews blinded the Stalinist
regime from seeing the Koreans as loyal Soviet
citizens. Instead, these influences portrayed them as
a colonizing element (labor force) with unknown and
unknowable political loyalties. One of the major
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findings of Chang’s research was the depth that the
Soviet state was able to influence, penetrate, and
control the Koreans through not only state
propaganda and media, but also their selection and
placement of Soviet Korean leaders, informants, and
secret police within the populace. From his
interviews with relatives of former Korean
OGPU/NKVD (the predecessor to the KGB) officers,
he learned of Korean NKVD who helped deport their
own community. Given these facts, one would think
the Koreans should have been considered a loyal
Soviet people. But this was not the case, mainly due
to how the Russian empire and, later, the Soviet
state linked political loyalty with race or ethnic
community. During his six years of fieldwork in
Central Asia and Russia, Chang interviewed
approximately sixty elderly Koreans who lived in the
Russian Far East prior to their deportation in 1937.
This oral history along with digital technology
allowed him to piece together Soviet Korean life as
well as their experiences working with and living
beside Siberian natives, Chinese, Russians, and the
Central Asian peoples. Chang also discovered that
some two thousand Soviet Koreans remained on
North Sakhalin island after the Korean deportation
was carried out, working on Japanese-Soviet joint
ventures extracting coal, gas, petroleum, timber, and
other resources. This showed that Soviet socialism
was not ideologically pure and was certainly swayed
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by Japanese capitalism and the monetary benefits of
projects that paid the Stalinist regime hard currency
for its resources.
East of the SunA NovelSimon and Schuster
From award winner Julia Gregson, author of
Jasmine Nights, this sweeping international
bestseller brilliantly captures the lives of three young
women on their way to a new life in India during the
1920s. As the Kaisar-I-Hind weighs anchor for
Bombay in the autumn of 1928, its passengers
ponder their fate in a distant land. They are part of
the “Fishing Fleet”—the name given to the legions of
English women who sail to India each year in search
of husbands, heedless of the life that awaits them.
The inexperienced chaperone Viva Holloway has
been entrusted to watch over three unsettling
charges. There’s Rose, as beautiful as she is naïve,
who plans to marry a cavalry officer she has met a
mere handful of times. Her bridesmaid, Victoria, is
hell-bent on losing her virginity en route before
finding a husband of her own. And shadowing them
all is the malevolent presence of a disturbed
schoolboy named Guy Glover. From the parties of
the wealthy Bombay socialites to the poverty of
Tamarind Street, from the sooty streets of London to
the genteel conversation of the Bombay Yacht Club,
East of the Sun takes us back to a world we hardly
understand but yearn to know. This is a book that
has it all: glorious detail, fascinating characters, and
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masterful storytelling.
"East of the Sun and West of the Moon: Old Tales
from the North" by Jørgen Engebretsen Moe, Peter
Christen Asbjørnsen. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-
readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
“A great White Bear waits outside. He has faithfully
promised to make us all rich if he can but have our
youngest daughter.” Often called the Scandanavian
'Beauty and the Beast', 'East of the Sun and West of
the Moon' tells of the journey of the daughter as she
leaves everything she has ever known to accompany
the White Bear to his mountain castle, then to the
homes of the Four Winds as she searches for the
bear and seeks to rescue him from the clutches of a
troll Princess, who resides in a castle that lies east of
the sun and west of the moon ... [Folklore Type:
ATU-425A (Search for the Lost Husband)]
EAST OF THE SUN - A return to the grand tradition of
storytelling. BARBARA BICKMORE has created a tale in
EAST OF THE SUN, so richly imagined, so lush in its
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description of Africa's primitive beauty, and so compelling in
its depiction of the struggle for good, that you will live it as
you read it."A grand historical romance . . . Filled with
passions, heartbreak and death." Chicago Sun-Times.
Through a mysterious map depicting far-flung lands, a
Chinese sailor in 1424 and a Portuguese cartographer in
1519 share a vision of an Earth far greater than the reality
they know. Unknown to them, an even stronger thread unites
them—the alien probe, Prometheus. What will it take to unlock
the priceless knowledge contained in its flawless databanks?
A beautiful, new edition of the beloved fantasy hailed as "the
stuff of epic tale telling" (Booklist), perfect for fans of Beauty
and the Beast from New York Timesbest-selling author Edith
Pattou. Rose has always longed for adventure, so when an
enormous white bear appears one evening and makes her a
mysterious offer, she accepts. In exchange for health and
prosperity for her ailing family, she must live with the white
bear in a distant castle. But Rose soon realizes that all isn't
as it seems. As she tries to settle into her new life, she makes
a devastating mistake. Now she must choose: return to her
safe and loving family or go on a dangerous quest to fix what
she has broken--and perhaps lose her heart along the way. A
sweeping romantic epic as timeless as any fairy tale and
thrilling as only the best fantasy novels can be.
Fairy-Tale Finesse Reviving East of the Sun and West of the
Moon, Kay Nielsen's Scandinavian masterwork Step into a
world of star-crossed lovers, magical winds, mischievous
giants, and trolls, through some of the most exquisite
illustrations in publishing history. In this gorgeous reprint,
TASCHEN revives the most ambitious publication project of
beloved Danish artist Kay Nielsen, one of the most famous
children's book illustrators of all time. First published in 1914,
East of the Sun and West of the Moon is a celebrated
collection of fifteen fairy tales, gathered by legendary
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Norwegian folklorists Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jørgen
Engebretsen Moe on their journeys across Norway in the mid-
nineteenth century. Nielsen's illustration edition of Asbjørnsen
and Moe's tales is considered a jewel of early 20th-century
children's literature, highly sought-after by art and book
collectors worldwide. An original signed copy of the book sold
at auction in 2008 commanded the highest price ever paid for
an illustrated children's book. This finely crafted reprint
restores the stunning detail and artistry of Nielsen's images to
their original splendor. Featuring 46 illustrations, including
many enlarged details from Nielsen's rare original
watercolors. The book is printed in five colors, comes with
three accompanying essays, illustrated with dozens of rare
and previously unseen artworks by Nielsen, explore the
history of Norwegian folktales, Nielsen's life and work, and
how this masterpiece came to be. "...a beautiful reprint of the
fairy tale, with its sumptuous illustrations presented in full
glory." -- VOGUE.com
Contained within this volume are the stories of East of the
Sun and West of the Moon, Monica the Moon Child and The
Swan Maidens – all classic children’s stories from yesteryear
which, even today, children want to hear and read. Also
included are two poems which relate to the moon - The Man
in the Moon and Hey Diddle, Diddle – which can also be
considered classic children’s rhymes. While the stories are
entertaining and enjoyable to read, the numerous illustrations
will fire children’s imaginations and take them into fairy land,
where, of course, anything is possible. Nowhere has this
“firing of the imagination” been made more apparent than in
the entertainments industry with the advent of Green Screen-
CGI technology which has enabled big children’s
imaginations to run wild and bring all sorts of apparitions to
life - especially in the fairy and folk tales genre where we
have seen a wholesome revival of interest. The most
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thoughtful, progressive educators and parents have come to
recognize the cultural value of folklore and fairy tales, fables
and legends, not only as means of fostering and directing the
power of the child's imagination, but as a basis for literary
interpretation and appreciation throughout life not to mention
increasing the literacy ability of children. So, find that comfy
chair, have your child snuggle in and set fire to their
imagination with this short collection of MOON STORIES for
CHILDREN. 10% of the profit from the sale of this book will
be donated to charities, =============== TAGS: Folklore,
fairy tales, myths, legends, bedtime, children’s stories,
fables, poems, poetry, moon, east of the sun, west of the
moon, monica, moon child, swan maidens, man in the moon,
diddle, rhymes, entertain, white bear, lassie, castle, north
wind, east, south, west, fly, change, silver bell, brother, sister,
moonship, balloon, prince, mother, father, kiss, thick wood,
forest, old hag, bundle, princess, gold apple, long nose,
winter, sleigh, craters, mountains, side of the moon, garden,
babies, Gardeness, roses, gloom, face, nurse, hunter,
clothes, marry, children, dress, king, queen, six sisters,
dolphin, flew, seven Bends, seven Glens, Crystal Mountain,
cow, jump, cat, fiddle, dish, spoon, ran away
So she rode a long, long way, till they came to a great steep
hill. There, on the face of it, the White Bear gave a knock, and
a door opened, and they came into a castle where there were
many rooms all lit up; rooms gleaming with silver and gold;
and there, too, was a table ready laid, and it was all as grand
as grand could be. Then the White Beargave her a silver bell;
and when she wanted anything, she was only to ring it, and
she would get it at once. Well, after she had eaten and drunk,
and evening wore on, she got sleepy after her journey, and
thought she would like to go to bed, so she rang the bell; and
she had scarce taken hold of it before she came into a
chamber where there was a bed made, as fair and white as
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any one would wish to sleep in, with silken pillows and
curtains and gold fringe. All that was in the room was gold or
silver; but when she had gone to bed and put out the light, a
man came and laid himself alongside her. That was the White
Bear, who threw off his beast shape at night; but she never
saw him, for he always came after she had put out the light,
and before the day dawned he was up and off again. So
things went on happily for a while, but at last she began to get
silent and sorrowful; for there she went about all day alone,
and she longed to go home to see her father and mother and
brothers and sisters. So one day, when the White Bear asked
what it was that she lacked, she said it was so dull and lonely
there, and how she longed to go home to see her father and
mother and brothers and sisters, and that was why she was
so sad and sorrowful, because she couldnÕt get to them.Ê
A young girl sets out with a great white bear, visiting
enchanted castles and riding the wind, in order to
save her love from a troll queen.
In a novel set within the arena of volatile Japanese-
American relations, business moguls compete for
control of the international electronics industry.
Based on a Norwegian fairy tale in which a
handsome prince is transformed into an animal.
After the world is plunged from high-tech utopia to
medieval nightmare, Herzer Herrick and Megan
Trevante are assigned the mission to capture the
spaceship that supplies the fuel for the whole world.
Copyright: 2d294a0a280c3476dc033d0b5ac45d28
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